Introduction companion to Will Internets Eat Brain??

Will Internets Eat Brain?? is developed from text in some of my recent video installations, performances and writing
projects. The writing for JWCP explores processes of performative assemblage(s) highlighting activities of
accumulation, fragmentation and arrangement, together with everyday interactions between body, technology and the
internet.
The text is experimental and is situated both within and against various discourses and protocols, accepted or
established codes.
Will Internets Eat Brain?? is a virus or infective agent, that takes up queer practices of disidenti fication; the act of
rejecting dominant and pervasive ideologies, as a strategy to explore and disrupt entrenched power structures of
language, image and words.
The text appropriates information retrieval and internet searches taking the form of a series of cut ups and punctured
narratives, SMS language/textese or netspeak. Together with aspects of internet love of the list form: snappy,
happysad, isolated facts. A recent BuzzFeed listicle called ‘21 Pictures That Will Restore Your Faith in Humanity’ has
attracted more than 13 million views.
Will Internets Eat Brain?? is stark, it frustrates, drawing to attention non-linearity, multiplicity-ness and nowotony. An

algorithmic and computerised tone or voice runs throughout the text. Any singular discursive argument has been
scrambled and is faulty.
The writing works in similar ways to my video performative installations – in terms of various forms of dispersal and
dissemination, re-assemblage, re-use and repetition. For example; this might re-form as a series of tweets on a
Twitter account, as scrolling text in video works, or spoken within a live performance.

The best philosophy can be found on Youtube for sure.

Ihania hiiripe runoita?
Will internets eat brain?
Will internets eat brain?
Will internets eat brain?
Internet fara il cervello?
Les internautes mangeraient-ils du cerveau?
Vil internets spise hjerne??
Internetista syodaan aivot?
Budou internets jist mozku?
Werden Internets Gehirn?
Zullen internetten de hersenen eten?
Mun internets borða heila?
Will internets eat brain?
Will internets eat brain?
Will internets eat brain?

Will internets eat brain?
Will internets eat brain?
Will internets eat brain?
#This is a long title ====================

SRSLY!!!!!
The cat is as unavoidable as the cucumber.
It's a super ghoul thing!!! characterized by an abnormal and unhealthy interest in disturbing and unpleasant subjects,
especially death, disease, disaster and traumedy.
It invokes speculative fictional methods such as carriers, radiation, mental diseases, vectors, viruses, scientific
accidents, etc.
The internets is baffled. [Muffled word order variations with Chimes of Death playing in the background].
Something other returns, internets is baffled.
The scary glowing green light has left the internets baffled.
Dear networked place dislocations, what is the scary glowing green light?

& Another thing, what inherent awfulness of internets time is this?
& Hey hunties, what is internets time anyhows? and can I buy a watch that tells it?
Nothing here to type, nothing here to type with.
Hashtag slapping forehead with palm in exasperation, usually accompanied by a thunk. [Similar to *headdesk*]
The internets is baffled.
Hey Internets!! What are you doing?
What are you doing?
What are you doing?
What are you doing?
What are you doing?
What are you doing?
What are you doing?
SRSLY!
[♥][♥][♥][♥][♥][♥][♥][♥][♥][♥][♥]
#RDG WRTNG? Many feels.

RDG WRTNG?
RDG WRTNG, linguistics and logic concerned with meaning & logical semantics, matters concerning sense making,
presupposition and implication, programs or algorithms.............LOL
SRSLY! Lexical semantics. Analysis of word meanings and relations between them. Many feels.
Click 'hard to do or deal with' box.
That that is, is. That that is not, is not. Is that it? It is.
That that is, is that that is. Not is not. Is that it? It is.
That that is, is that that is not. Is not "is that" it? It is.
######
Internets be present please.
Hashtag overavailability crisis.
Hashtag overavailability crisis.
Hashtag overavailability crisis.
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Hashtag irreducible factors!
Start up cute menu. What's it doing now? Hashtag many happy big Mac viruses, formless anxieties, furious sleep
ideas, strange rains, falls of organic matter......like, LOL!!!
Internets be present please.
Small agile Shiba Inu eats up grammar whole. �
Hashtag many Goo-anxiety doing a frightening.
Interior monologue captioning is applied.
RDG WRT? Although the sentence is grammatically correct, no obvious understandable meaning can be derived
from it, and thus it demonstrates the distinction between syntax and semantics. Sad big Mac.
Shiba's exhibit an independent nature. Shiba Inu eats whole internet. Many hungry.! Tags: such doge, dog, shiba
inu, shibe, super shibe, super, tumblr, much, very, many, comic sans, photoshop meme, such, shiba, doges, dogges,
reddit, comic sans, tumblr meme, hacked, bitcoin, dogecoin, shitposting, stare
“People” cat pushes internet off table and urine-marks to leave a message to other cats. This behaviour is called
“streaming.”
Internets is baffled.

Shit kicker Valerie Solanas be present please. Valerie makes two thousand mimeographed copies of SCUM
manifesto and sells them on the streets of Greenwich Village in New York City. Feminist video collectives in France
form anti-institutional and anti-establishment positions in the late 1960s. Facing one another at a kitchen table,
Seyrig reads out loud from SCUM manifesto while Roussopoulos transcribes what she hears on a typewriter. French
Television plays in the background. Angela Marzullo is re-Performing SCUM Manifesto somewhere 4sho. The best
shit -kicker fibonacci feminist kitchen manifestos are available on Youtube 4sho.
Hey, Existentialist paradox pupcakes!
OMG WHATZ IT DNG NOW?
WHATZ IT DNG?
SRSLY! When is it time to exploit the medium for sociopolitical agendas and self-representation when society least
expects women to embrace technology? The Analytical Engine weaves algebraic patterns just as the Jacquard loom
weaves flowers and leaves. Turning on your computer isn’t always easy.
Raccoons foraging a dumpster find some computational errors.
**Enough already**
SRSLY. Are you tired, so tired of everything about the world and the way it is? Do you proclaim this, with a long, slow

sigh, to everyone around you?
Do you have sadness in your heart for the world that can never be and sensible shoes?
SLEEP_ SLEEP_
SLEEP_ SLEEP_ SLEEP_
Ti esrever dna ti pilf, nwod gniht ym tup
Ti esrever dna ti pilf, nwod gniht ym tup
For a sociopolitical electrical excitability spiritual reading see Missy on Internets, hashtag gym balls hashtag I'm
Better.
SRSLY! 'People' cat's instincts tell her that paperweight or knickknack could turn out to be a mouse.
Internets be present please.
Remove all horizontal rules (:
To prevent errors, most large structure enhanced text publications are created using a mark-up language such as
HTML or SGML and then converted.
Have you got a case of one of these mark up maladies? (: AKA: anxiety that arises in response to nothing in
particular - a particular, fashionable kind of boredom brought on by weariness with the nameless, shapeless, object-

less world. Artists and poets suffer from it - a mark of spiritual depth and sensitivity. AKA a feeling of weariness and
dissatisfaction/self-indulgent posturing and European (read white bourgeois people too deluded or smupid by half)
decadence. The boredom of afternoon duty could be relieved by friendly or nice conversation.
Ne touchez pas inactive nervous systems!
You can find a version of this VHS tape on Youtube.
Hey! Very small MONKEY! Please don't touch me while I'm thinking.
Hey! What's this missing link, language cave-in, malfunction thing doing?
Many basic fossil time!!
The very possibility of thinking literally before history time. HASHTAGliterally.....Hashtaglitterally before history times.
LOLs.
Hashtaglitterally Basic fossil. Basic evolution, BTW the shrieking-Neanderthal theory is not out of the question.
Evolution isn't over yet :) Old freaking news, like so 1980s science fiction, new media art, post internetisms LOL's.
Hey will evolution eat internets? Will Internets eat speculative fictions? LOL'S
Hey whatever happened to digital art ANYWYS?
Hey, + another thing where did nature go? SRSLY! What happened to touchy-optic joins spy cameras, super cute

marine critters, especially them invertebrates? Multiple interfaces of water, air, glass, and other media? Touchy eye
occurrences in art and science??
Pile on a whole load of EXTRA sky. WTF happened to RUDE NATURE? Internets you is a knot in motion.
Consider it this way as light globular masses tumbled about by the wind. It's fishy! an indeterminate grower made up
of a number of semi-independent nodes, each of which is capable of growing and spreading on its own. The chiffy
sound IS from very real pan pipes. Lower gravity allows volcanoes to grow higher.
Very small Darwin is sad. Resplendent in a shearling coat found wandering around an Ikea car park in Canada, very
small Darwin is agitated having escaped from the car only to be found on the Ontario branch of the store's car park.
Some people think all the monkeys hang out together in a common area – that doesn't happen. Little Darwin is next
to a female baboon and next to her is a male baboon, and just across from him are two older rhesus macaques and,
at this point, because he can be obnoxious and is being a typical adolescent, they'll start screaming at him to stop
making so much noise because he'll throw things about.
SRSLY!. What else is criminal activity but the passionate pursuit of alternatives for smombies?
Get mixed up with necessary versions of freedom: not freedoms of change or success, but freedoms of revolt.
Little Darwin is being done proud by your net art of him.

Internets 'people' cat enters non-specificity chroma key display screen. So wow! Internets people cat is about the size
of a cucumber, larger at arm’s length.
The surgeon implants a microphone into the cat's ear canal, a small radio transmitter at the base of its skull and a thin
wire into its fur. Said cat innocuously records and transmits sound from its surroundings. the project is abandoned
due to the difficulty of training the cat to behave as required, and the equipment is taken out of the cat; the cat is resewn for a second time, said cat will live a long and happy life.
Hashtag RUDE NATURE = rude space time enfolding's, almost or nearly as described, but not completely or
according to strict definition. Comedy + Trauma = Traumedy!!!!!!
OMG What is it doing now? Hashtag existing as a thing or occurring in fact; not imagined or supposed?
Rising mounds or domes with bulging upper parts often resembling a cauliflower fall on how it really is horizons.
Overtaken by processes unmaking the world. The original ark is now obsolete. SAD big Mac.
RDG INTERNETS WRTNG?
Heavy wrong.
Artists can you just not?
RDG the new epoch LOL.

What kind of 'start at the end' futurologies realness is this? Hands on with sea stars at the Seymour Centre @ Long
Marine Lab!
8) Bellamy, D. Academonia. Krupskaya Press, 2006. 9) Kristen, J. Intimate Revolt. Columbia University Press, 2002.
18) Tyler, Imogen. Revolting subjects: Social abjection and resistance in neoliberal Britain. Zed books, 2013. 11)
Hayles, N. Katherine. How we became posthuman: Virtual bodies in cybernetics, literature, and informatics.
University of Chicago Press, 2008. 12) Braidotti, R. The posthuman (Kindle ed.). John Wiley & Sons, 2013. 13)
Hayward, Eva. "Enfolded Vision: Refracting the Love Life of the Octopus." Octopus: A Journal of Visual Studies
(2005): 29-44.
Internets be present please.
#Hunties!!! Consider ephemeral and defensive associations with the present, however lacklustre, be present please
is.
Consider how planets and stars form, interact, and die; improbable understandings of cosmic microwaves.
All millennia.
All physics.
What are you doing? Intertextually ignored Sapphic vapours, freakin genre autoresponders, mental flossers, listicle

page curators?
#Fam! What's happening now? Free-swimming wording intensities surface = arting, hot-wiring, low key woke
statements. Getting woke is like being in the Matrix and taking the red pill.
DELETE_ metaphor, object, meaning.....again.....**LOL**
Search, discover and share your favourite Don’t Google It GIFs.
Identify messages on specific topics: spammers often broadcast tweets with popular hashtags even if the tweet has
nothing to do with them | the hashtag #Fibonacci feminisms is being used by community members to coordinate
some post- internet arty theory stuff. Not to be confused with an @, Wiki mistook an @ for a hashtag while tweeting
derogatory thoughts. Goggle no's.
Fuck with desktop !nsomnia - rethink geometry and optics of relationality. Fuck with data browser and undercut
traditional art distribution systems, co-opted by the mainstream (read: white toxic masculinities) internet. Retain antiinstitutional ethics, super fluid barf accumulations, peripheral indifference protocols. The Internet is happening
somewhere else & doing a frighten! Dissatisfaction surfaces in the 1980 and it's doing a frightening!
SRSLY? Why do cats knock things over?
Goo goo knows unique properties and behaviours defined by both magnitude and direction. Think of it this way, as

poetic temporal connections, sequences and breaks, and all the many ways zones and nodes relate. Or as
geometrical properties and spatial relations unaffected by the continuous change of shape or size of figures.
See, e.g., Donna Haraway’s “Gender for a Marxist Dictionary: The Sexual Politics of a Word” (originally published
1987) and “Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective”
(originally published 1988); both reprinted in Haraway 1991. See also fancy Butler 1989.
Filth discourse through the other is also filth discourse of the Other. Boom+++++++
BTW, the direction and speed of the data flow and ironic maladies can be modified with cursor movements. Each
word itself is an arrangement. The curve intersects itself like maybe a savage smell or hairy logic discovering
interesting and relevant topics, the tones of happiness and sadness.
For example, see more: freestyle Judy Butler. Is you like my LGBTI reader????
Consider a brief timeline: Wikipedia (2001); Friendster (2002); Blogger (2003); Myspace (2003); Second Life (2003);
Facebook (2004); Flickr (2004); Reddit (2005); YouTube (2005); iPhone (2007); Twitter (2007); Tumblr (2007); Grindr
(2009); Instagram
BTW! Internets is already here LOLs.
Something so sparky happening something like enigmatic worms, re-birthing and dyke ejaculation. Try a new position

4sho. For more on the subject see also: grammar troubler Gertrude Stein.
WTF all messed up!!! woops!!! Many WTF happened??!?! Hey! CAN YOU NOT!!!!!
DON”T FIX PLEASE!!!!!
For near future events, see: timeline of the near future, hashtag: Charisma, Uniqueness, Nerve, and Talent 2051:
Cosmic Call 1 will reach its destination, the star Gliese 777. 2057: Two solar eclipses will occur in this year. 2061:
Halley's Comet returns to the inner Solar System. It reaches perihelion on July 28. 2065: Transit of Mercury and an
occultation of Jupiter by Venus.
2067: Mercury occults Neptune. 2076: The planetoid 90377 Sedna reaches perihelion.
SRSLY! Goodluck and Dontfuckup.
BTW! Internets is already open.
For example: Have you ever clicked your mouse right here?
Any mediocre keystroke saving convention would be welcome.
What's it doing now?
What's it doing now?
What's it doing now?

Is this future??? Is this future NEAR?
DON”T FIX PLEASE!!!!! DON”T FIX PLEASE!!!!!
Refusal thing data. Fresh! Queer up procedures. Queer up all futures. Moves by itself. Mouse Mouse. SRSLY!
consider a world of liquid browser doings, google translations, apparatus re-structuring’s and Wikipedia factuality’s.
Hashtag King Kong's rippling fur is an unintended side-effect of animator Willis O'Brien's finger's compacting the fur
every time he moved the model = that's so gooey gunky, claggy.
SRSLY, on the other hand, here’s a nice real-world example: The strange cadence of sounds on Jane Fondaʼs Work
Out tapes. Jane Fonda speaks gay flavours. Jane Fonda is keeping fit with Donna Haraway repeating the phrase,
ʻSurvival of the Fittestʼ. Herbert Spencer first used the phrase, ʻSurvival of the Fittestʼ, after reading Charles Darwin's
ʻOn the Origin of Speciesʼ in the mid Nineteenth Century.
But hey, SRSLY! The whole point of liberation is that you get out! My diminutive theory's optical features are set to
produce not effects of distance, but effects of connection, of embodiment, and of responsibility for an imagined
elsewhere that we may yet learn to see and build here. Once the science of synthesis [...] is underway, what happens
to artistic re-editions of the natural world? Is this the future, again?
No ideas but in (Re)volting data. Who eats (Re)volting data? It eats (Re)volting data. Boom!!

Basic fossil hashtag fundamentally temporal processes, capable only of retrospective rather than prospective
analysis, involving hypothetical past reconstructions. BTW? Against whom does one revolt if power and values are
vacant or corrupt? We can't believe we are having to protest against all this shit again.
Very feels.
Why Do So Many Alien Planets in Movies Look the Same? The landscape's popularity comes down to location and
*chroma-keying*
AFAP (As Far as Possible). Data absurdity is the key. It has to do with contradictions and oppositions, algebra and
arithmetic calculations cranky storage or poor representation. Don't google it.
SRSLY? Why Is There a Huge Cotton Ball in My Aspirin Bottle?
Haraway Donna Donna wow). See also ultimate cyborg Donna Summer undermining biological-determinist
ideologies.
Queer up all source formats_ A good example of this, is the online seismic sensor in her elbow that allows her to feel
earthquakes through vibrations or the speedometer glove that allowed her to perceive the exact speed of any
movement around her through vibrations on her hand. She wore the white glove tracker for several months and was
able to sense different speeds depending on the vibration intervals.

Think of it this way: as composed largely of gas and plasma, a superheated state of matter composed of subatomic
particles or as poetic temporal connections, woke interference patterns, sequences, breaks, and all the many ways
spaces and zones fire up and wire up. That's so extra!
What time is it now?
(¯□¯;)°o°°O°:O o_Oo_0o.O(o.o)oO [your word here] like so unkeyboardinated or what?
ITYM (I Think You Mean) failed woke type transfers like totally...lol
Press Advanced Menu button and shut the system down.
Cosmic energy engines produce heat, light, ultraviolet rays, x-rays, and other forms of radiation. Very chemistry.
Why Are the Mountains on Mars So Much Taller Than Those on Earth?
Many study living organisms. Morphology, physiology, anatomy, behaviour, origin, and distribution etc. Very matter
and energy: boulder, plastic bag, remote control, various items. Deep-down stink objects, token theory sciences
interpreted as DOG Donuts!
SRSLY! any tyrant lizard chicken mimic can reboot a complex computer system.
Don’t like python either? Just because we are in a room together does not mean that we belong to the room or each
other #berlant

What is this? LOL! any preteen noob can control complex computer systems! Very memory dump feels//lyrical putty
weirdness//hypertext magical core dumps. ©©©
Don’t' waste brain cells remembering. Physicists [. . .] took the vacuum as something substantial [. . .] the scene of
wild activities. SRSLY!! do internets eat brains? Send cash now.
Hashtag when renewal ceases, the form vanishes. Back masking is a deliberate process. Let’s consider our unlikely
word order.
HASHTAG They were just real pleased that so many female artists were taking part. Female artists can you not!
Competitive cloud bro's, flavour aficionados & shit-eaters - we're too cool for you to have even heard of us. Everyone
else: who cares? you're shit!!!
This page is Pizza.
FACT: Literally swimming, a prefix for a question, where the person asking wants to know if they are not alone in
whatever they are experiencing.
Refresh Internet speed. Typically, by means of magical Baduizm powers.
(●^o^●)(^v^)(^u^)(^◇^) ( ^)o(^ )(^O^)(^o^)(^○^))^o^( (*^▽ ^*)(_ ◠ ‿ ◠ )
For a slightly more in-depth explanation, see 'hello, yes, I know it's complicated', Judith Butler. The chiffy sound in

the background IS from very real pan pipes.
SRSLY, What Does It Mean When a Cat Bites You While Purring?
Epic cosmic distance. The way that those cosmic data trails produce individuated identities speaks to the lack of
producing commons or resources...why is that missing? ITYM (I Think You Mean) Download for Android · Download
for iPhone · Download for Windows Mobile · Download for BlackBerry liquid browser doings, iPhone auto corrector
FACT: Iphone speaks renegade feminisms/super revolting barf accumulations.
Hey! where did SASHA FIERCE go? Hashtag consider promising interference patterns and virally-transmitted
cultural symbols or social ideas, disrupting linear and fixed causalities, dynamic systems repetitive variations. For
practical purposes, it is useful to define a common reference point to which potentials may be expressed and
compared. Ignore user protocols and angry vape clerks evrywhere, characterized by chakra indeterminacy.
Competitive cloud bro's, flavour aficionados & shit-eaters - we're too cool for you to have even heard of us. Everyone
else: who cares? you're shit!!!
Get this on BTW! Weirdo Sapphic vapers, vaping the perfect e-liquid everywhere. Enter a state of balance, relief,
serenity and peace. Click on inspired peace and harmony in our busy lives, calming, relaxing and healing loops.
Open heavy bass, high notes, something like a stick hit, evolving timbres, stereo phasing, and reverb for further

richness and lossless formats for image files that supports both animated and static images.
What is it doing now?
What is it doing now?
ERRORR_ ERRORRRRRRRR_ ERRORRRR_ ERRORRRRRRRRR_
ERROR_ERRORRRR_ERROR_ERRORRRRR_ERRORRRR_
Uh-oh! The entire series of actions are now reduced to a single word: facepalm.
Tags: homo, painting, restoration, ecce, potato entry of august 2012, notables of 2012, photoshop, photoshop memes
of 2012. Power-on self-test and beep codes.
Log off from ear motion activities of home computer culture. Technology flops in its own way. Fades out in the
background: alien synth sound, cosmic modular synths and mellotrons. Auto-corrector can you just not?
Is anybdy home? LOL. No time for anything, choosy programmers, I believe you have my stapler? SRSLY! One
possible explanation is that people are generally far more aware than they ever were of all the information they don’t
know and the grammatical formulation of subject and predicate reflects the prior ontological reality of substance and
attribute.
VCR does death. Technology flops in its own way. No one cares.

SRSLY, RGN WRTNG? FACT: IT SHOULD SPEAK IN NET.LANGUAGE. For example: queer little capybara
algorithmic strata assemblages.
See search retrieval actions and heterosexualization – actually no, don't see heterosexualization. All physics being
reduced to memes.
Hypertext gum margins bent by mass and energy- the ultimate coupling of organism and vape machine.
SRSLY, Pizza Hut, please stop texting! SNH. (sarcasm noted here).
RDG WRTNG and Baduizm powers.
Long before Hawaiian pizza divided the masses and before trendy flavours like buffalo chicken came into vogue, the
delicious simplicity of Margherita pizza captivated the world.
FACT: the first-ever online purchase was a Pizza Hut pizza in 1994. We have substantiation from history of the
internet type authorities that indicate that a large pepperoni, mushroom and extra cheese pizza from Pizza Hut was
indeed the first thing ever ordered via the internet.
Refresh rude browser doings/search engine procedures. Plasma expansions will continue; stable materials break
apart into subatomic particles. Is you my happy dial-up web-ordering experience?
|-|3|_|_()

SRSLY? Is anbdy hme? LOL!
This page is just Pizza.
Hello yes this is dog? [SOFN]

